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Abstract 
This paper explores the problem of finding degree constrained subgraphs (i.e. (g, f)-factors) 
of a given graph using fractional subgraphs as a basis. These fractional subgraphs are often 
easy to obtain by heuristics. We apply our results to generalize results of Kano, Bermond and 
Las Vergnas among others and extend the possibilities for included (or forced) edges and 
excluded edges. ~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
I. Introduction 
This paper explores the problem of finding factors of graphs using fractional sub- 
graphs as a basis. We give theorems that apply to classes of graphs. We start with 
results of Kano [4] and generalize them. Let G=(V,E) be a multigraph with 2(e) 
denoting the multiplicity of e and d~(v)=~u2(u,v ) denoting the degree of vertex 
v in G. Let g=(g(v): vEV) and f=(f(v):  vEV) be vectors of nonnegative inte- 
gers such that 0 ~< g(v)~< f(v)<~ de(v). A (g,f)-factor is a spanning subgraph H of 
G with g(v)<~ dl-i(v)<~ f(v). For g=f,  we call H an f-factor. For constants k,l, 
we let a (k,l)-factor be a (g,f)-factor with g(v)=k,f(v)=l for all v. A fractional 
spanning subgraph of G is given by a vector x=(x(e): eEE) (where x(e) is allowed 
to be fractional) with 0 <<.x(e)<~ 2(e) or equivalently a vector £=(£(e): eEE) where 
£(e)=x(e)/2(e). We can discuss a fractional (g,f)-factor by defining the degree of a 
vertex v in x as dx(v)= ~u x(v, u) . Algorithms for finding a fractional (g, f)-factor are 
easy using network flows [1] but for the applications here we use a heuristic approach 
which will easily apply to whole classes of graphs satisfying some simple 'regularity' 
conditions. 
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In this paper we use G[S] for the subgraph of G induced by the vertex set S. Let 
(A,B)={(u,v): (u,v)EE(G), uEA, vEB} 
and 2(A,B)= ~-']{2(u,v): (u,v)E(A,B)}. Let f (S)=)-]s~sf(S ) and I~G(S)=EeEG[S ] 
2(e). Let ~¢e(G) denote the edge connectivity of G. The following is the main existence 
theorem for (g,f)-factors. 
Theorem 1.1 (Lovfisz [5]). Let G,g, f  be given. Then G has a (g,f)-factor if and 
only if for all sets S, T C V with S fq T = 0 we have 
6(S, T )= Y](dG(t) -- g(t)) + ~f (s )  - 2(S, T) - h(S, T)>>.O (1.1) 
tET sES 
where h(S,T) denotes the number of components C of G[V-  (SUT)] with 
f (C)  + 2(T, C) odd and 9(v)=f(v)  for all vE C. 
We call such a C an odd component. The algorithm for (g, f)-factors in [2] shows 
that we need only look at nonbipartite components C and we use this in Theorem 2.1. 
Although a result like Lovfisz' theorem provides a way to test a given graph, one 
has to do substantial additional work to apply the results to a whole class of graphs. 
We use some regularities of the class to deduce the validity of (1.1) for all triples 
G, g, f under consideration. An old example would be Petersen's theorem that a cubic 
graph with at most two cut edges has a perfect matching. Numerous examples are 
collected by Kano [4]. An example in this paper, Corollary 2.4, says that a 2-connected 
graph with degrees larger than 3k/2 and with few edges joining vertices of different 
degree, will have a k-factor. 
The following result provided the motivation for this paper. 
Theorem 1.2 (Kano [4]). Let G=(V,E) be a connected graph with 9 , f  and A,B dis- 
joint subsets of E satisfying the four conditions (1),(2),(3),(4) or (I '),(2'),(3),(4). 
Then G has a (g,f)-factor F such that AC_E(F) and BME(F)=O. 
(1) There is a vertex v with g(v)< f(v). 
(1') For all vE V, g(v)=f(v)  and ~f (v )  is even. 
(2) e=~vcv max{g(v) - Oclc(v), O, OdG(v) - f (v)} + 2(1 - 0)IAI + 20101 <2. 
(2')  e=~vev I f (v )  - 0ab(v)l + 2(1 - 0)1.41 + 201BI < 1. 
(3) For all X C V satisfying G[X] is connected, g(v)-- f (v)  for all v EX and f (X )  
odd we have 02(X, V - X)  >1 1. 
(4) For all X C V satisfying G[X] connected, g(v)= f (v)  for all v EX and f (X )+ 
2(X, V -X)  odd we have (1 - 0)2(X, V -X)~> 1. 
In a network flow problem of integral capacities, a flow of size > k implies a flow 
of size k+l  exists. Roughly speaking, an error of size < I in the flow size can be 
ignored. One can interpret Kano's results in terms of a fractional (g,f)-factor x with 
x(e)=O2(e) for all eEE. We allow an error e of size <1 for our fractional (g , f ) -  
factor (or <2 in f-factor case where a parity condition is used) since 6(S, T) is an 
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integer and so we only need to show 6(S, T) > - 1 (resp. > -2). The 'odd' components 
appearing in the existence Theorem 1.1 are handled by a type of edge connectivity ((3) 
and (4)). 
We generalize by using the following idea introduced in [2]. Define the interval I~ 
and ~(u),f(u) as follows 
g(u) f (u )= f (u)  I~=[O(u),f(u)], (1.2) 
O(u)= dG(u)' aG(u)' 
and note that if a fractional subgraph x has £(u, v) EIu N lv for all e = (u, v) EE(G) then 
x is a fractional (g, f)-factor. This gives us an elementary guess for x. For definite- 
ness, if IuMI~¢0 then choose Yc(e)EI~NI~ and ifluMIv=O and f(u)<O(v) then set 
l £(e)=f(u) + ~d(lu,lv) using the standard istance between sets in R. Thus an error 
of at most 2(u,v)d(I~,lo) is introduced at the ends of e by the choice of x(e). The 
main difference from previous results is that our error estimate is edge based not ver- 
tex based. The edge connectivity type conditions (3) and (4) become rather messy, 
depending on the choice of x(e). In an application, estimates would be used. 
2. Main theorem 
Theorem 2.1. Let G be a connected graph satisfying the four conditions (1),(2),(3), 
(4) or (1'),(U),(3),(4). Then G has a (9,f)-factor. 
(1) There is a vertex v with 9(v)< f(v). 
(1') For all vEV, g(v)=f(v)  and ~f (v )  is even. 
(2) ~ = Y~(u,v)cE 2(u, v)d(Iu,Iv) < 1. 
(2') e = ~--~(u,~)~E 2(u, v)d(Iu,Iv) <2. 
(3) For all X C_V satisfying G[X] is connected nonbipartite, 9(v)=f(v)  for all 
v EX and f (X )  odd, we have 
~f(v)2(v, V -X)  >~ 1. (2.1) 
vEX 
(4) For all X C V satisfying G[X] nonbipartite connected, g(v)=f(v)  for all vEX 
and f (X )  + 2(X, V - X )  odd, we have 
~(1 - f(v))2(v, V -X)  ~> 1. (2.2) 
vEX 
Proof. We first assume (1),(2),(3),(4) hold. Define a fractional factor x of G as given 
in the end of the previous ection. 
Q(S, T)= ~-~ (9(t) - dx(t)) + ~(dx(s)  - f(s)) ,  
tET sES 
R(S, T)= ~(da( t )  - dx(t)) + ~dx(s)  - 2(S, T) - h(S, T). 
tET sES 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
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Then 6(S, T)=R(S, T) - Q(S, T). Now since 
1 9(t)-dx(t)= ~ ( 9(t) 2(t,v) 2(t,v)~< ~ ~d(It,Iv)2(t,v), \ veNt(t) 
we have 
Q(S,T)<~ ~ 12(u,v)d(Iu,Iv)+ ~ 2(u,v)d(I,,Iv). (2.5) 
(u,v)~(su r, v-(su r)) 2 (u,v)~G[Su r] 
Also 
R(S,T)>~( eE(T, v~-(S eE(S, V--(S~-]~UT))X(e)) -h(S'T)" (2"6) 
If h (S ,T)=0,  then R(S,T)>.O. Otherwise, let h(S,T)=r>O and let C1,C2 ..... Cr be 
the vertex sets of the r odd components. Define 
A(Ci)= ~ (2 (e ) -x (e ) )+ ~ x(e)- 1, (2.7) 
eE(T, Ci) eE(S,Q) 
for all i, 1 ~< i ~< r. Then 
r 
R(S, T) >1 ~A(C~). (2.8) 
i=1 
Now consider each C/ where for each zEG,  we have Iz={fz}.  
Case 1: 2(S, Ci)~>1 and 2(T, Ci)>~I. Let el=(Ubt)E(T, Ci), e2=(u2,s)E(S, Ci) 
and so A(Ci) >12(el ) - x(el ) + x(e2) - 1 >~5(e2) - .r(el ) since 2(el ) + x(el ) + x(e2) - 
1 - Y(e2) + 2(el ) =x(e2) - 2(e2) + (2(el) - 1)(1 - .~(el ))/> 0. Let P be a path in Ci, 
say P=Vo, Vl,...,Vk where Vo=Ub vk=u2. Now 
k 
x(e2) -- 2(el ) ~>2(e2) -- J~ + ~(f(v~) - / (v i _  1 )) + ?( /20)  - -  2(el ). 
i=1 
(2.9) 
If f(vo)-2(el)>~O then drop that term, otherwise 2(el)=f(Vo)+ 1-~ d(1,~, It). Similarly, 
if 2(e2) - f (vk)>~O then we can drop that term otherwise 2(e2)--f(vk)- ld(Iu~,l~). 
Using our choice for x, we see that 
k-1 1 Z 1 /, A(Ci) ~>.~(e2) -2(e l )>~-~d( Iv i , Iv ,+, ) -  ~d(Iu,, t ) -  ~d(u2,Is) (2.10) 
i=O 
1 
>>. - ~ 2(u,v)d(Iu,Iv) - - ~ 2(u,v)d(Iu,Iv). (2.11) 
(u,v)EG[Ci] 2 (u,v)e(SU r, ci) 
Case 2: 2(S,C/ )=0.  By (4), 
(1 - f(v))2(v, V - (7,.)>t 1, (2.12) 
vE Ci 
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and so 2(T,C/) ¢ 0. For e=(u,v)  with uET, vECi 
2(e) - x(e) >~ 2(e)(1 - 2(e)) = 2(e)((-Y(e) + f (v ) )  + (1 - f (v ) ) )  
>~ - 12(u,v)d(Iu,lv) + 2(u, v)(l - f (v)) .  (2.13) 
By combining (2.12) and (2.13), we get 
1 
(2 (e ) -x (e ) ) -  19 - -  ~ 2(u,v)d(Iu,Iv). (2.14) 
e~(~,c,) 2 (u,o)~(r,c,) 
Case 3: 2 (T ,G)=0.  Now (C,-, V -G)=(G,S)  and so f (G)  is odd. Thus by (3) 
f (V)2(v,  Z - C/)~> 1 (2.15) 
vEG 
and for e = (u, v) with u E S, v E C/, we have Y(e) f (v )  1 - >~--J(Iu,Iv). Hence 
1 
x(e) - 1>~- ~ 2(u,v)d(Iu,l,). (2.16) 
eE(S, C~) 2 (u,v)E(S,C,) 
Thus from all three cases as well as the case h(S, T )= 0 we deduce 
1 
R(S,T) >1 - -  ~ 2(u,v)d(l,,I~) 
2 (u,o)~(s u r, v-(s u r)) 
- ~ 2(u,v)d(Iu,Iv). (2.17) 
(u,v)EG[V--(S U T)] 
Using (2.5),(2.17), we find 6(S ,T )=R(S ,T ) -  Q(S ,T )>~-e>- I  and so 6(S,T)>~0 
since it is an integer and so G has a (9,f)-factor.  
I f  we assume (1') ,(2r) ,(3),(4) then by (1 t) we get that 6(S,T) in (1.1) is an even 
integer and so we need only show that 6(S, T )>-2 .  The rest of the argument is as 
above. [] 
Our result does generalize Kano's result since 
max{o(v)  - OdG(V),  O, Ode(v )  - f (v )}  
vEV 
(2.18) 
: l  ~e=(u,v)EE max{~(v)-O,O,O- f(v)}+max{~(u)-O,O,O- f(u)}) 
>1 ~ ,~(u,v)a(Iu,I,). 
e=(u,v)EE 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
Moreover it may not be obvious that a 0 exists. How does one use Theorem 2.1? 
Typically some regularities allow a near fractional (g, f ) - factor  to be determined and 
then the conditions (2.1) and (2.2) can be forced by edge connectivity. The following 
results of Bermond and Las Vergnas which can be derived from Theorem 1.2 [4] can 
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now be generalized to an edge based error formula for which the 0 of Kano [4] cannot 
be applied. 
Theorem 2.2 (Bermond and Las Vergnas [3]). Let G have xe(G)>>-2 and let k be an 
even inteoer with 2 <~k <~ ~r. I f  
Y~ ]d6(v) - r I <r/k (2.21) 
vEV 
then G has a k-factor. 
Theorem 2.3 (Bermond and Las Vergnas [3]). Let G be a connected 9raph of even 
order 2n and let k be an odd integer with 2 <~k <~r/2n. Assume 
[de(v) - rl <2n. (2.22) 
vCV 
Also assume for all X C V with I X] odd or 2(X, V - X)  odd that 2(X, V - X)>>.n. 
Then G has a k-factor. 
The following is the analogue of Theorem 2.2. 
Corollary 2.4. Let G have xe(G)~>2 and let k be an even integer. Then G has a 
k-factor if 
2(u,v)d(Iu,Iv)<2 (2.23) 
(u,v)EE 
and k <<. ~ min{dG(v) [ v E V}. 
Proof. Use Theorem 2.1 with 9(v)=f (v )=k  for all v. Properties (1~),(2'),(3) are easy. 
Now consider an X c_ V with f (X )  + 2(X, V - X) odd. But then 2(X, V - X) is odd 
1 and yet xe(G)~>2. So 2(X, V-X)~>3. Hence (2.2) can be verified using 1 - f (v)>~ 
(this is the analogue of k ~< ~). [] 
An analogue of Theorem 2.3 is just Theorem 2.1 in the case #(v)=f (v )=k  for all 
v with the condition 2(X, V-  X)>>.n replaced by (2.1) and (2.2). In analysing these 
versions of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 one notes that the error estimate of ~x~V ]dc(x)-r[ 
can be very large and yet G can still satisfy (2.23) by having few edges joining vertices 
of different degrees (rather than few vertices of different degrees). 
3. Included and excluded edges 
Let A,B C_ E. We consider generalizations of Kano's approach for seeking an (o, f ) -  
factor F=(V,E(F ) )  with A C_E(F) (i.e. A are included edges) and BNE(F)=O (i.e. 
B are excluded edges). In Theorem 1.2 of Kano, either A = 0 or B = ¢. We first obtain 
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an extension of Kano's result for included and excluded edges for k-factors of an 
r-regular graph G (this is arguably the case of most interest). Later we consider less 
regular graphs and give some cases where A, B have considerable freedom. Consider G 
with dG(v) = r and 9(v) = f (v )  = k for all v E V. We use k/r = 0 = f (v )  for v E V. We 
allow the error e to exceed 2 (but be less than 4) for the fractional solution x(e) = 02(e) 
but now have to deal with a counterexample to the desired k-factor. We follow the 
approach of Kano [4]. 
Theorem 3.1. Let k, r, q be integers. Let G be an r-regular 9raph with 
tce(G)>~max {2q + l, I~-  1 +q}.  
Assume also that 2~<k~<r/2, q<r/k + 1, and klV] is even. Let ebe2,...,eq+l EE. 
Then either there exists a k-factor F with el E F and e2,e3 . . . . .  eq+l ~F  or there 
exists a bipartition VbV2 with V1U V2= V and IV~l--Iv21 with el EE(G[V1]) and 
E(G[V2]) C_ {e2,e3 . . . . .  eq+l } and so G does not have the desired k-factor. 
Proof. Follow Kano's argument. Form a graph H=(V(H) ,E (H) )  from G=(V,E)  
by deleting el,e2 ..... eq+l and then adding a vertex wi joined to the ends of ei for 
/=1,2  . . . . .  q+ 1. Set f (w l )=2 and f (w i )=O for i=2 ,3  .... ,q+ 1 and f (v )=k  for 
v E V. Then G has the desired k-factor if and only if H has an f-factor. Now 
(}It(S, T) = ~ (dit(t) - f ( t ) )  + ~ f ( s )  - 2(S, T) - h(S, T). 
tET sES 
(3.1) 
For this f-factorproblem we use Y(e)=O=k/r .  We note from k<<.r/2 that 0~<0~< 
1/2~<1 - 0. We use the terms Q(S,T),R(S,T) from (2.3) and (2.4). 
Suppose S= T=0.  Then h(S ,T )=0 since klVI is even and so 6It(S,T)>~O. An odd 
component Ci = {wj} can be eliminated by moving wj to S or T without increasing 
6(S, T). Thus we may assume that {wj} is not an odd component of H - (S U T), in 
particular, if {wj} is a component of H - (S U T), then wj is joined to S by two edges 
or to T by two edges. If  (S U T) _D V = V(G) then each wj is either joined by two 
edges to S or by two edges to T. In the former case we can move wj to T, in the 
latter case we move wj to S, without increasing fin(S, T) and yielding S U T = V(H). 
I f  S U T = V(H), we proceed as follows. Let S' =SA V, T t= T M V and let cc = 
IS - S' l, fl = IT - T'[. Then 
2H(S, T) =rlT'  I + 2fl - 22I-I(T)=rIS' I + 2~ - 22H(S). (3.2) 
We deduce that 
Q(S, T) <~ 2(1 - O)lr n {wl}l + 20Is n {w2,w3,... ,Wq+l}[ (3.3) 
2+2(q  - 1)0. (3.4) 
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Also 
R(S, T) = (1 - 0) ~ dn(t) + 0 ~ dn(s) - 2n(S, T) 
tET sCS 
= 2(1 - O)2H(T) + 202n(S). 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
First consider the possibility that a = 0. Then Q(S, T) ~< 2(1 - 0) and R(S, T) ~> 0. 
Hence 6H(S,T)~>-2(1 -0 )>-2  and so by the condition that 6H(S,T) is even, we 
deduce that aH(S,T)>>.O. We now assume a>0.  What happens if f l=0?  We find 
that Q(S, T)<20(r/k + 1). I f  2H(S) or 2H(T)>0,  then R(S,T)>~20 and so we com- 
pute 6H(S,T)>-2. I f  2H(S)=2H(T)=O we deduce using (3.2) and a=q + 1 that 
[T'I = IS'l+ 1, q+l  =r/2 and r,k are even since Ivl is odd. For k~>4 we get r~>8 and 
obtain a contradiction r/2 - 1 = q < r/k + 1. For k = 2 we compute Q( S, T) <~ 20(r/2 - 1 ) 
and R(S,T)>~O so 6H(S,T)>-2. 
We can now assume a i> 1, fl >~ 1 and since a + fi <r/k + 2 we get ~, fl <r/k + 1 
Case 1: IS' I ~> IT'I + 1. We get using (3.2) that r<<.2(fl-a)+2(2n(S)-2H(T)) and 
so ~f l  + 2H(S) -- 2H(T) -- r/2. But now 
Q(s, T)~<2(1 - 0) + 20~, (3.7) 
R(s, r)/> 20,~n(s). (3.8) 
Hence 
6n(& T) >~ - (2(1 - 0) + 20(fl - 2H(T) - r/2)) > -2  (3.9) 
since ~<r/k+ 1 and so 20(1 +r/2 -  f l )>0.  
Case 2: IT'I>IS'I + 1. As above we get r/2<<.~ - f l  + 2H(T) - -2n(S)  and since 
-~<<.q- 1 <r/k<<.r/2, we get 2n(T) -  2H(S)>~ 1. Now using (3.4) and (3.6) we get 
an(& T) >1 2(1 - O)2H(T)--2--2(q-- 1 )0 ~> --2(q-- 1 )0 > --2 if 2M(T) >i 2. We may assume 
2~(S) = 0, 2H(T)= 1 and so r= 1, ~ =r/2 =q which violates the conditions on r,k,q 
unless k = 2 but then the condition on xe(G) contradicts the trivial bound xe(G)<~r. 
Case 3: IT'I = IS'l. We conclude from (3.2) that ==13 + 2H(S) -  2H(T). Now if 
2H(T)~> 1 then R(S, T)~>2(1 - 0) + 202n(S). Now using (3.7) 
an(& T) ~> -20(c~ - 2H(S)) = --20(fl -- 2~(T)).  (3.10) 
Using fl<r/k + 1 and 2H(T)>~ 1 we compute 6n(S ,T )>-2  as desired. 
We may now assume 2n(T)=0.  I f  wl ~T ,  then Q(S,T)<~20(q- 1)<2 and so 
6n(S ,T )>-2  as desired. I f  Wl E T, then el E G[S'] and E(G[T'])C {e2,e3 . . . . .  eq+l} 
and we have the counterexample given in the theorem. 
This concludes our case analysis and we may now assume that both S U T and 
V(H) - (S U T) have vertices of V. Now if h(S, T) = 0 then 
R(S, T)= (1 - 0)2H(T, V(H) - S) + OAH(S, V(H) - T). (3.11) 
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But (SUT, V (H) - (SUT) )C_ (S ,V(H) -  T )U(T ,V(H) -S )  and 1 - 0~>0. Thus by 
edge connectivity in G, 
R(S, T) >. OKe(G) > (2q - 1 )0. (3.12) 
If h(S, T )>0 then let C be any odd (possibly bipartite) component. By the remarks 
at the beginning of the proof we may assume V n C ¢ 13 and so using edge connectivity 
of G and 1-0>~0 we compute A(C)~>(1-O)(T,C)+O(S,C) >~O(TUS, C)>~Oxe(G)- 
1 >~qO. Now there are at least two odd components (by standard parity arguments) and 
so by (2.8), R(S,T)>~(2q- 1)0. Using our bound on Q(S,T) we get 6~(S ,T )>-2  as 
desired. [] 
Let us consider less regular G with arbitrary g, f  and consider disjoint subsets A,B 
of E where we define for each v E V 
a(v)=dA(v), b(v)=ds(v). (3.13) 
A (g, f)-factor F with A C E(F) and B N E(F) = 0 is equivalent to a (g', fP)-factor of 
G' = G - (A UB) with g'(v) = g(v) - a(v), f ' (v)  = f (v )  - a(v). Now in G' 
, [ g(v__)--a(v) f(v_))--a_(v) ] (3.14) 
I~, = [.da(v) - a(v) - b(v)' da(v) - a(v) - b(v)J ' 
where we must assume denominators of 0 are avoided. Fommately they belong to trivial 
situations and so a fractional solution exists if for each edge e = (u, v) E E - (A U B) 
we have I~ N I~ ¢ 0. This approach naturally focusses on a(v), b(v) and diverges from 
Kano's approach using wi's. To get I~ AM ¢ 0, we need 
f (u )  - a(u) g(v) - a(v) 
~> (3.15) 
da(u) - a(u) - b(u) da(v) - a(v) - b(v)' 
for all u,v. Now if we assume a(u)<~a and b(u)~b then the worst case in (3.15) 
becomes a(u)=a, a(v)=0,  b(u)=0, b(v)=b. Here is a general result. 
Proposition 3.2. Let G be a graph with maximum degree A( G) and minimum degree 
6(G). Let A,B be disjoint subsets of E with dA(v)<.a, dB(v)<~b for all vE V. Let 
k,l be given and 6(G)>a+b,  l>~a, l>~l, A (G) - f (G)>b-a .  I f  
(1 - a ) ( (~(G)  - b )  
k <<. (A(G) - 6(G) + b - a)' (3.16) 
then G has a (k,k + l)-factor F with A C E(F) and BNE(F)=O.  
Proof. We use Theorem 2.1. We obtain e=0 since the worst case of (3.15) becomes 
k + l -  a >~ k (3.17) 
A( G) - a ~ 6( G) -  b 
whose validity follows from (3.16). Using l>~1, (3) and (4) follow easily. [] 
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Thus given k, l, a, b we can give degree Conditions on G sufficient o give the desired 
(g, f )-factor. An attractive special case is the following. 
Proposition 3.3. Let G= (V,E) be an r-regular graph ( r>2)  and let k be given. Let 
A,B be disjoint subsets of E satisfying either (i) dA(v)<<,r/(r -k ) fo r  all vE V and 
B=0 or (ii) dA(v)~<l, dB(u)~<l for all vE V. Then G has (k,k + 1)-factor F with 
A C_E(F) and BNE(F)  = 0. 
Proof. Follows from (3.17) in Proposition 3.2. except for the case k=r  - l which is 
easy. [] 
These previous results could have been obtained using the 0 of Kano [4]. Such is 
not the case for the following. 
Theorem 3.4. Let G = (V,E) be a graph with degrees r and r+ 1. Let A,B be disjoint 
independent subsets of E (dA(v)<~ 1, ds(v)<~ 1). Assume that either (i) there are less 
than r(r - 1)/k edge (u, v) with dG(U)= r, de(v)= r + 1 or (ii) there is at most 
one vertex of degree r among all the ends of the edges in A U B. Then G has a 
(k, k + 1 )-factor F with A C E(F) and B n E(F) = 0. 
Proof. Let g(v) = k, f (v )  = k+ 1. We compute that d(Iu, Iv) = 0 if dG(u) = dG(v). Also 
d(Iu,Iv)<<.k/r(r- 1) if dG(u)=r and de(v)=r  + 1. Thus (i) ensures total error ~< 1. 
Condition (ii) ensures that there are at most r -  1 edges incident with the special vertex 
not in A U B and so again the error is at most 1. [] 
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